1 IN 7 PEOPLE LACK ACCESS TO CLEAN WATER

Well Aware provides sustainable and innovative solutions to water scarcity and contamination. Well Aware’s life-changing water systems drive economic development and empower communities.

Since 2010, Well Aware has provided life-changing clean water to more than 350,000 people

WHERE WE ARE: 114+ PROJECTS

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
- Kenya
- Tanzania

DISASTER RELIEF PROJECTS
- Puerto Rico
- Texas Hurricane Harvey Response
- Haiti

100% OF WELL AWARE’S WELLS & WATER SYSTEMS WORK. (INDUSTRY AVERAGE: ONLY 40% WORK)

Well Aware’s innovative methods and accomplishments have been recognized by Forbes, Fast Company, the New York Times, Apple News, USA Today, People.com, Toyota Studios, and The Chronicle of Philanthropy.

EFFECTIVE

For every $15 donated, Well Aware is able to provide clean water to one person for decades.

INNOVATIVE

Well Aware utilizes new, emerging technologies to make our projects more efficient and cost effective. We developed the Well Beyond App -- the first and only maintenance and diagnostics app for ensuring lasting clean water projects. Additionally, we leverage:
- Solar powered pumps and purification systems
- Various water treatment solutions
- Water kiosk technology
- Mobile-to-mobile banking

TRANSFORMATIVE

The Well Aware Ripple Effect touches and transforms every aspect of the communities we work in:
- Disease rates plummet
- Education and attendance rates increases
- Gender equality increases
- Agriculture and commerce grow
- Economies thrive with reinvestments in community development
- Peace, stability and growth increase

Disease Rates: 64%
Education: 34%
Education for Girls: 58%
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